the cashflow tell things about how people handle money

Avoid the biggest trap
it not the others' problem, it's your problem

Most people work for the company (salary), the government
(taxes), the bank (loans)

Lesson 2: Why teach financial literacy ?

Story of businessmen who suicide on 1929 (no cashflow
strategy)

Be aware of greed

Lesson 1: let money work for you
Be aware of Fear

difference between asset and liability ?
Keep your current job but buy assets not liabilities
Toothpast business : making illegal coins

Robert experience

Luxuries come last not first as most people do !!

Comic book library : renting book to the childrens

Handle your first dollar in asset column as your first
employee

Lesson 3: Mind your business

Focus on asset column in lieu of income

Action always beats inaction
Learn from history
Think big
Look in the right places
Jog, walk, or drive a certain area once a month for 10
minutes
Make lots of offers

Lesson 4: History of taxes and the power of
corporation

Understanding markets = marketing

Finacial IQ made from
Accounting

Find someone who has done what you want to do = invite
him for lanch

Chapter 9: TODOs

Rich dad poor dad

Take a break
Look for new ideas = search for new formula

Investing "money making money"

Take classes, read, and attend seminars.

The law

Make lots of offers
Shop for bargains in all markets : Profits are made
in the buying, not in the selling

i said : humain dont play it safe by nature
Investing is a game, play it without being affraid from making
mistakes

Look for people who want to buy first. Then look for someone
who
wants to sell

Pratice what you learn at : http://www.richdad.com/classic

Lesson 5: The rich invent money
The most powerful asset that we have all is our mind, if it's
trained well it can create enormous wealth

Great opportunities are not seen with eyes but with brain
The power of association : choose good friends

Best selling story with the young journalist

Find the reason of why you want to be rich : the power of
spirit

The MC Hambourger example !

Lesson 6: Work to learn dont work for money
The power of choice : Daily choice

Chapter 8: Getting started

Management of people
Management of systems

find new money formula need quick learning

The power of learning quick : Master a formula and find a
new one

Management of cashflow

The main management skills needed for succes ?

Overcome bad habit

3 keys skills to succes
cashflow management

Pay yourself first: the power of self-discipline
Overcome laziness

People management
Time management

laziness by staying busy !!!!
I can’t afford it => shutdown your brain automatically

Fear : The primary difference between a rich person
and a poor person is how they manage fear
Use the FOCUS pattern

Pay your brokers well : the power of good advice

Lesson 7: overcome obstacles
Be an Indian giver

Overcoming Arrogance : if you don't know start learn
Use assets to buy luxuries: the power of focus

Dont let "Chicken little" impact you !!!
Choose heroes: the power of myth

KFC story (respect !)

Teach and you shall receive: the power of giving

the broker is your eyes and ears in the market

